
Lowther Primary School – Curriculum Map
Year 5 - Spring Term 2022 

Core Curriculum Wider Curriculum
Mathematics
Multiplication
Multiply 4-digit numbers by 1 and 2-digit numbers. 
Divide 4-digit numbers by 1 and 2-digit numbers, 
including remainders
Fractions, decimals and percentages
Find equivalent fractions, decimals and percentages. 
Convert improper fractions to mixed numbers and vice 
versa. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions. Find 
fractions of amounts.
Round and order decimals.
Compare percentages.

Art
Painting and Collage
Focus on Monet’s 
Thames below 
Westminster
Sketch at Thames and 
use paint and collage 
to represent rivers. 

History
N/A this term.

Physical Education
Hockey
Send push pass and 
dribble, pass/receive on 
move, work as team.
Athletics
Accelerate, change 
pace, pass baton, use 
variety of jumps.

Computing
Trinket programming. 
Present PowerPoints
on mountains and 
Morpurgo. Web
design. Validity of info 
and fact checking.

Modern Foreign
Languages
Italian

PSHE and PATHs

English
Narrative Poetry: The Highwayman. Explore 
unfamiliar vocabulary using dictionaries, write in 
role, learn and perform part of poem, write 
monologues, write prose version of poem. 
Significant Authors: Research and make 
presentation about Michael Morpurgo, study 
Shadow as class novel, develop comprehension, 
explore dilemma, write formal and informal letters.
Film Narrative: Explore meaning of The Piano and 
write own version of story. 

Design and 
Technology
Climbing equipment
Investigate materials 
needed for good 
climbing equipment. 
Produce own design.  

Music Religious Education
Celebrations related to 
key figures
What themes do 
Passover and Easter 
have in common?

Science
Materials
Classify materials by property and investigate 
ability to insulate and conduct heat. Study changes 
of state, including reversible and irreversible 
changes. 
Forces
Study forces and opposing forces. Investigate 
friction and apply in school setting. Consider air and 
water resistance.

Geography
Rivers
Identify importance 
and key features of 
rivers. Learn about 
major rivers 
worldwide and in UK.
Visit River Thames, 
study wildlife and find 
out how polluted it is. 

Phonics/Spellings
Rare spelling patterns, 
words ending in –ably 
and -ibly, 
homophones, 
proofreading, 
building from root 
words,
‘ei’ and ‘ie’ words 

Trips



Lowther Primary School – Curriculum Map
Year 5 - Autumn Term 2021 

Core Curriculum Wider Curriculum
Mathematics
Place value
Read, write and order numbers up to 1000000
Use all four operations (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division) in a variety of 
methods, including formal and mental
Statistics
Read, interpret and create line graphs and 
information in tables

Art

Draw your own 
mythical monster
Design and paint an 
Ancient Greek setting 
including gods and 
goddesses
Silhouette artwork 
inspired by The 
Highwayman

History
Ancient Greece
Studying Ancient Greece and 
its impact on modern life.
Greek beliefs, systems of
government, art, 
architecture & entertainment
. Greek warfare. The origins
of the Olympic Games

Physical Education
Invasion games 
(Netball and
Rugby)
Developing an 
understanding of 
movement, space and 
teamwork within a 
ball game

English
Greek Myths and Legends
Identify the features of Greek Myths
Create settings, heroes, villains and monsters
Write a myth including appropriate features
Narrative and performance poetry
Identify themes and features of classic narrative
poetry (The Highwayman)
Use techniques learnt to create narrative poetry 
and write in role as character

Computing
Touch Typing-
Developing multi 
fingered typing skills
ESafety

Modern Foreign
Languages
Italian

PSHE and PATHs
Cooperative learning 
skills
Articulating feelings 
and emotions
Identifying and 
resolving problems

Design and 
Technology
Design, make and 
decorate Greek vases 
inspired by the Ancient 
Greeks

Music Religious Education
How do Christians’ 
beliefs influence their 
actions 
Contrast and compare 
Ancient Greek beliefs to 
modern faiths

Science
Forces
What are the main forces?
What is gravity?
Understanding the effect of friction
Understanding the effect of air 
resistance and water resistance
Materials
Filter solutions and know difference  from a mixture
Recognise reversible and irreversible changes

Geography
Studied in Spring term

Phonics
Taught as required

Trips
British Museum -
Ancient Greece
CLC - Art With iPads


